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Executive Summary

Markets are the most efficient mechanism to provide most goods and services. But, markets aren’t the best way to distribute everything. For example, we publicly fund and administer fire services. We don’t rely upon people to purchase firefighting insurance. What if everyone but one on the block had such insurance and his house caught on fire? Would we wait until the fire moved to someone else’s house before we called the firefighters? And would different fire services compete with each other? It sounds like a nightmare.

Some Canadians have long asserted that health care should be more private. Today they claim that we could fix the problems with our public system, especially waits and delays, through more private for profit involvement in financing and delivery of services.

However, solid evidence shows that more for profit finance would increase administrative costs and decrease equity. More for profit care delivery would also raise costs, while decreasing equity and risking quality. So-called public private partnerships appear to increase overall costs.

Both Ontario Conservative partly leader John Tory and the Canadian Medical Association have recommended that doctors be allowed to work in both the publicly paid and private pay systems. However, there are a number of serious dangers associated with this policy, which is why Ontario currently forces doctors to decide which system in which they wish to practice.

But, most importantly, we don’t need to turn Medicare over to commercial interests to get the high quality, timely, affordable health care we deserve. Using models already in operation and with very little additional money, Ontarians could have same day access to their regular primary health provider, less than one week waits for routine specialty care, and less than one month waits for routine elective surgery.

Those advocating more private for profit funding and delivery say their way promises faster service and lower costs. On closer scrutiny, these claims ring false. Let's not add for profit problems to our health care system. We already have the not for profit solutions at hand. Let’s raise our voices to demand the politicians implement them. And, then let’s roll up our sleeves and get to work fixing Medicare for all of us.
Introduction

Markets are the most efficient mechanism to provide most goods and services. But markets aren’t the best way to distribute everything. For example, we publicly fund and administer fire services. We don’t rely upon people to purchase firefighting insurance. What if everyone but one on the block had such insurance and his house caught on fire? Would we wait until the fire moved to someone else’s house before we called the firefighters? And would different fire services compete with each other? It sounds like a nightmare.

And, all legal markets require a government-run court system to enforce contracts. For many good reasons, it is illegal for private citizens to use force. And virtually all markets require some form of legislation and/or regulation. Governments regulate capital markets (like stock exchanges) because otherwise charlatans will beat out honest financiers. Governments establish and enforce labour and environmental standards so that businesses can’t compete by polluting the environment or reducing labour standards.

Some Canadians have always asserted that health care should be more private. Today they claim that we could fix the problems with our public system, especially waits and delays, through more private for profit involvement in financing and delivery of services. However, a closer look shows that more for profit participation would likely raise costs, while decreasing equity and risking quality. And, most importantly, we don’t need to turn Medicare over to commercial interests to get the high quality, timely, affordable health care we deserve. There are lots of examples of public sector solutions to health care waiting lists and other problems besting our system.

This paper starts by defining terms. It turns out the word private health care can mean a lot of things. The word “private” can be applied to a large for profit firm like American hospital corporation Humana which is listed on the New York Stock Exchange or a small community not for profit service for home bound seniors. Clear language is very important to the debate because too frequently people fight over words not ideas. Then the paper reviews the evidence on the private financing and for profit ownership for its impact on patient outcomes, health care costs, and other factors. Finally, the paper presents examples of non-profit solutions to our present problems with delays and access.
Defining the terms of the debate

There are two key aspects to health care services – how do we pay for it – health care financing -- and how do we provide it – health care delivery. We could have either public or private finance and either public or private delivery. Furthermore, private could mean private for profit or private not for profit. To make this even more confusing, there is a category of health care delivery which is called “not only for profit”.

Health care finance: Public, private not for profit, and private for profit

When someone claims that they should be free to buy health care the way they buy food and automobiles they are asking for more private health care financing. This is often referred to as “two-tier” medicine because, of course, people would only pay privately for something if they thought it was better than what they were offered in the public system. The main political focus here has been on undue waiting. As the Romanow Report concluded, “long waiting times are the main, and in many cases only reason some Canadians say they would be willing to pay for treatments outside of the public health system.”

In Canada about 70% of health care is financed publicly and about 30% privately. Twenty five years ago about 76% of funding was public. Canada’s rate of public finance is just marginally less than the average for the Organization for Economic cooperation and Development (OECD) countries for 2005 of 72.1%. But almost all of the countries with comparable standards of living to Canada have a higher proportion of public spending, because the average is brought down dramatically by the US, Mexico, and Greece, where the public proportion of spending is less than 50%. Germany has 77% public proportion of spending, France 80%, Denmark and Norway 84%, Sweden 85%, and the UK 87%.

Every country has its own pattern for determining what is in the publicly covered basket of services. In Canada, the federal Canada Health Act mandates the provinces to provide first dollar coverage for medically necessary hospital and physicians services. As a result 91% of hospital bills and 99% of physician bills are paid publicly. Most of the balance of hospital spending is for semi-private (two beds) and private rooms (one bed) and almost all of these bills are paid by private insurers. A hospital patient is not asked to pay out of pocket for a semi-private or private room if there are no other rooms available in the hospital. In practice almost all Canadian hospitals, particularly those which have been built or renovated in the last 25 years have only semi-private and private rooms.
The public purse also pays for most capital and research, but pays only 46% of prescription of drug bills and only 4% of dental bills. In Ontario, the public proportion of overall health spending is 67%.\(^5\) Ontario has always had a slightly greater proportion of private spending because the province has more manufacturing jobs which typically provide private health insurance for drug, dental, optical, and sometimes other services.

About half of private funding comes from out of pocket payments by patients and the other half is paid for by private health insurance. Some out of pocket payments involve direct payments for services not covered by public or private insurance, such as cosmetic surgery. Other out of pocket payments involve services where there is some insurance coverage and some, so-called “patient participation” for funding. For example, residents covered by the Ontario Drug Benefit (ODB) program typically have to pay a small portion of each prescription up to an annual maximum. These outlays are variously called “co-payments”, “extra bills”, or “user fees”. The total annual maximum is referred to as a “deductible”.

In Canada today the private insurance industry is mainly for profit. But there are some not-for profit firms as well including Green Shield Canada which provides drugs, dental, and other benefits to 1.2 million Canadians. Before Medicare, physician-run not for profit insurance companies provided insurance to millions of Canadians. Another not for profit firm, Blue Cross provided a significant portion of private health insurance in Ontario until it was sold by its owners, the Ontario Hospital Association to a for profit company, Liberty Mutual of Massachusetts in 1994.

**Public and private delivery: Public, private not for profit, private not only for profit, and private for profit**

Some argue, such as Ontario Conservative Leader John Tory, that we should preserve public finance but that we need more private competition to make public delivery more efficient and timely. These folks claim that as long as the public purse is paying we will maintain equity of access and that we need more private sector efficiencies to deal with our waits and delays for care.

One of the many ironies of the Medicare debate is that almost all of Ontario’s health care services are already delivered by private providers. Very few services are directly delivered by the public sector, i.e. government. The Ontario government used to directly own ten psychiatric hospitals but only four remain in North Bay, Whitby, Thunder Bay, and Penetanguishene. Now most psychiatric inpatient services are provided by private not for profit general hospitals. Most Ontario homes for the aged are owned directly by municipalities.
In Ontario, almost all hospitals are private not for profit corporations, even though they are governed by the Public Hospitals Act. Private not for profit corporations are regulated through the province’s Corporations Act. They are not controlled by government. They are not allowed to use surpluses for anything other than corporate purposes, i.e. they cannot draw surpluses out as private profits.

Many Ontario long term care facilities are not for profit including Baycrest, the Yee Hon Centre, and Villa Colombo. Ontario’s community health centres are not for profit corporations as are many home care providers including the Victorian Order of Nurses, St. Elizabeth Nurses, and the Red Cross.

Private for profit corporations have historically had a small role in Canada’s health care system. In Ontario, however, they comprise a significant portion of long term care delivery and a growing portion of home care delivery through such corporations as Extendicare, Central Park Lodges, and Compare.

To add to the confusion there also three hospitals in Ontario regulated by the Private Hospitals Act. The Act was actually drafted in 1973 to restrict the development of more private hospitals. The best known is the Shouldice Hospital located in Thornhill which is internationally known for its one procedure, inguinal hernia repair. The National Post and Canadian Medical Association President Dr. Brian Day have accused federal NDP leader Jack Layton of jumping the queue for care by using the Shouldice Hospital for a hernia operation. However, Layton jumped no queue because all Shouldice’s services are covered by Medicare. The Hospital is privately owned by the family of the original Dr. Shouldice. But, its hospital division is funded by a global budget and any surplus there must be used for patient care. In fact, during the 1990s, the Ontario Ministry of Health “clawed back” the surpluses. The hospital could not even use them for research.

The Shouldice Hospital is really an example of another type of health care delivery entity, the not only for profit firm. University of British Columbia economist Robert Evans coined the term to refer to small clinics and doctors’ practices to distinguish them from larger for profit firms, especially those with shareholders and traded in public stock markets. As University of Toronto Professor Raisa Deber notes, “Shouldice is a small business that is run on principles similar to those of a doctors’ practice, and not a corporation where profits are the driving force.”

Some say that we shouldn’t be scared of more for profit health care because doctors’ offices are small businesses. However, physicians’ offices are qualitatively different from other small businesses such as corner stores. A doctor does have to ensure that there is a surplus from their office operations because that is their income. And, doctors must run their practices not only according to sound business practices and general commercial regulation, e.g. obeying labour laws for relations with staff, obeying environmental laws regarding waste disposal, etc.
However, they must also follow the rules for their profession laid down by their self-governing College of Physicians and Surgeons. That's why Evans refers to them as “not only for profit firms”.

On the other hand, the directors of public corporations (because they are traded on public stock markets) have a fiduciary responsibility to make as much money as possible for shareholders. As the late economist Milton Friedman said, “…there is one and only one social responsibility for business – to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud.”

Summary: definitions of public and private health care

In the acrimonious debate about public and private health care, words are often used loosely. It is important to understand the terms of the argument. First we need to distinguish between how we finance health care and how we deliver it. We can have public, private not for profit, and private for profit financing. We also have public, private not for profit, and private for profit delivery. In addition, much of health care is delivered by doctors offices and small clinics which should be referred to as private not only for profit organizations. As we will see, the key distinction is between for profit firms on one side and public or not for profit organizations on the other. Now let’s look at the implications of different ownership models for health care financing and delivery for health outcomes, costs, and other factors.
The impact of different ownership models for health care financing and delivery

Financing the System: A publicly financed system is more equitable and more efficient

Overall, public finance for health care is more equitable and less expensive than private insurance. Of course, the main reason we have Medicare is that when Canadians had to pay directly for their own health care or for private insurance, many found health care unaffordable. One story from the book “Life Before Medicare” of a young farmer with terminal cancer in Saskatchewan tells what it was like back in those days:

“This young woman refused to leave her home and as the disease progressed the pain was excruciating. When her husband went to work she had him lock the door, so no one could come in answer to her screams of pain. Her screaming and suffering lasted for two months, but she never gave in. Her whole being was dedicated to saving her husband and family the debt of medical care that would have ruined him.”

Today Canadians pay very little for care from doctors and hospitals. As a result, an international survey found that Canadians were among the least likely to report that they did not seek health care because of concerns about costs. Low income Canadians surveyed were even less likely to forego care because of costs concerns than upper income Americans.

Of course, we still have serious problems with equity in our health system. For example, Ontario is one of only three provinces which require a three month wait before an immigrant can get OHIP coverage. New immigrants and refugees are eligible for coverage from the Interim Federal Health Program. However, this program mainly covers emergency care for serious conditions, not routine care for chronic conditions.

At the Scarborough Hospital free clinic for immigrants and refugees one in six patients comes for prenatal care and 60% of these had deficiencies in their prior prenatal care. The average stage of presentation was 23 weeks, very late for a Canadian woman to first seek prenatal care. Estimates vary widely but there are likely between 50,000 and 200,000 people in Canada without full legal status and approximately half live in Toronto.
At the beginning of Medicare, almost all serious, expensive care was provided in hospitals. However, with the explosion of out of hospital treatments, although there are no charges for physicians’ care, patients have to pay privately for their drugs and medical devices. This helps to explain the finding that Canadians are more likely than people in other countries (except the US and Australia) to report that they pay more than $1,000 US per year out of pocket for health care.20

Dental care is only guaranteed to be publicly funded if care is required in hospital -- a rare event in 2006. Many communities offer limited dental care for children or other special populations. As a result there are large disparities in access to oral health.21 Ontario children born outside of Canada have twice as many diseased teeth as those who were Canadian born. And Ontario aboriginal children have up to five times as many diseased teeth as other Ontario children who were Canadian born.

As the Toronto Star recently documented, many poor Torontonians forego badly needed dental care because they cannot afford dental fees.22 Twenty-five year old Jason Jones used his wife’s entire life savings of $600 to have all his teeth removed because they had decayed to the bone, exposing nerves and causing excruciating pain.

Needed pharmaceuticals are also not available for many Canadians. A 2006 study found that 3% of Canadians spent more than 4.5% of their incomes on prescription drugs and another 8% spent between 2.5 and 4.5% of their incomes on drugs.23 While some well to do Canadians have high drug bills, the poor are much more likely to get sick than the rich and they are ones who have to chose between buying medicine and feeding their children.

The Ontario Drug Benefit Plan offers more generous coverage for seniors than in most parts of Canada. Ontarians not covered by the ODB or private insurance are eligible for the Trillium Drug Plan which provides catastrophic coverage for Ontario residents who expend more than a certain percentage of their incomes on drugs. A family of two with a net income of $20,000 would pay $400 a year for drugs while a family of four with a net income of $60,000 would pay $2,089 before being eligible for Trillium coverage.24
User fees: Brain dead ideas brought back to life

Not surprisingly, there is lots of evidence that when people have to pay out of their own pockets for health care, they are much less likely to get needed services. What is surprising is how frequently people claim health care user fees would somehow save money for the system while still ensuring patients got the necessary care. Some claim that user fees would save money by reducing frivolous use of the system. Others believe that they would bring in much-needed revenue. Clearly, they cannot accomplish both missions! In fact, user fees tend to discourage the poor and the elderly from entering the system. But there are no overall savings. Nature abhors a vacuum, and the health care system detests unused capacity. As a result, any beds or doctors freed up because the sick poor can’t get desperately needed care end up being used by the well-to-do for more trivial matters.25

We even have a natural experiment from Saskatchewan to back this up.26 When Medicare started under the CCF government in 1962, there were no user charges to see a doctor. However, Ross Thatcher’s Liberals came to power in 1964 and implemented user fees for doctors and hospital care in 1968. The NDP eliminated the charges after it won the election of 1971. Afterward, researchers were able to look at changes in use over time by different groups. They found that there had been a small drop in use of doctors’ services, but there was no change in overall health care costs because there was no change in hospital use, which was responsible for the vast majority of expenditures. Further analysis revealed that the poor and the elderly reduced their visits to doctors, but that there was an increase in the use of doctors by middle- and upper-income groups.

Some claim that user fees are benign because they discourage only frivolous use. However, a US study involving fairly healthy adults showed that user fees led to a 20 per cent increase in risk of death for people with high blood pressure because they were less likely to see a doctor and get their blood pressure under control.27 The same study showed that user fees were just as likely to discourage appropriate care as inappropriate care.28

And, that’s a big problem with user fees. The average person doesn’t know whether their symptom warrants medical attention. Of course we need to better inform people about their own health and how to take care of minor illnesses. And, we need to expand options to emergency rooms such as nurse advice lines and full service primary health care practices. But when a child has a fever, most parents don’t know whether it’s the flu or the onset of meningitis. Do we really want them to make the decision about whether to seek health care on the basis of whether that will leave enough money to pay the rent?

Some Canadians, such as Fraser Institute Foundation President Michael Walker, claim that user fees in Sweden “manage demand without cutting people off.”29 However, Swedish research demonstrates that even their small user fees are more likely to discourage poor
Swedes from getting health care than their well off compatriots. As Saskatchewan premier Lorne Calvert puts it, “The problem with user fees is that if you set the costs too high, you deter people from obtaining necessary health services, but if you keep the fees low and waive the cost for people with low incomes, the administrative costs soon outweigh any financial benefit.”

The scientific evidence supporting publicly financed care is long and strong. So why do discredited ideas like user fees keep coming back? Dr. Bob Evans and his colleagues have repeatedly examined this issue and refer to user fees and related ideas as “zombies.” That’s because they have been killed off repeatedly by the scientific evidence, but, just like zombies, they keep bouncing back to life to wreak havoc. Evans notes that’s because the “zombie masters” are truly immortal. Private finance strategies (from user fees through private insurance to medical savings accounts) all tend to benefit the wealthy, the healthy, and those who want to sell services. At the same time, private finance tends to disadvantage the poor and the sick. With the political support of the rich and of aspiring business people, it is not surprising that these zombies are so resilient. They will always be brought back to life because they serve some very rich and powerful people.

**Financing the System: A Private Bureaucracy Costs More Than a Public One**

After twenty-five years of unremitting attacks on the state, most Canadians are primed to believe that all you have to do is replace a sign with the word “public” in it with one that says “private” and you will have automatically made something at least 15% more efficient. But, it turns out that private health insurance is always more expensive than public health insurance. There are two main reasons. First, the administrative costs of private insurance are a nightmare and second, a single-payer public system can control prices much better than a multitude of private payers.

In the US, where most people rely upon private health insurance, each of the roughly one thousand companies selling policies has its own actuaries, sales and marketing people, computer systems, and so on. The administrative costs also add up in hospitals and even in doctors’ offices. The average US doctor needs a full-time person just to do billing and reconciliations. An average Canadian doctor’s secretary, on the other hand, spends just a couple of hours a month on these tasks. In most Canadian provinces, doctors have 98%+ of their claims paid within 30 days.

In the US, huge resources are devoted to screening out sick people to prevent them from acquiring insurance, and then denying claims, and fighting appeals. As a result, the US system has three and a half times Canada’s per capita cost for administration despite tens of millions of
Americans lacking insurance coverage. In the whole of the US economy, still by far the biggest in the world, five out every 100 dollars are spent on administration of their health system.

We even see the same trends in Canada. The administrative costs of our public spending are only 2.7% of expenditures but it costs over twice as much – 6.6% to administer the private expenditures. As some Canadians discover if they apply for health insurance for foreign travel, sick people are routinely rejected or have to pay astronomical premiums. And, it is very costly for individuals and companies to process claims.

But, there is another reason why private insurance tends to increase costs. A single payer publicly funded system is a monopsonist purchaser, i.e. the public system is the main or only buyer. As a result public systems can bargain hard with providers and reduce prices. That’s one of the reasons why health care workers sometimes feel squeezed at the bargaining table and make their claims political. Most of them don’t have a lot of private options.

In private systems, health care providers get to negotiate with a lot of different payers, including patients who pay out of their own pockets. Of course sometimes doctors and hospitals get stiffed by patients who don’t have health insurance and can’t or won’t pay. But, then they can charge very high prices to patients with good insurance or fat wallets. The resulting “price discrimination”, as economists call this practice, leads to massively higher prices overall.

The top US health sector earners, insurance company CEOs, routinely make millions of dollars a year. In fact, in one year, US Health Care Company president, Leonard Abramson, made over $20 million. In demand medical specialists can make millions and are sometimes wooed like major league sport free agents by prestigious hospitals. Administrators, senior nurses and other professionals also routinely make more than their Canadian counterparts. But, Canadian staff nurses and non-professional staff (e.g. orderlies, housekeeping and dietary personnel) tend to make higher incomes in Canada. This reflects a general Canadian trend towards equity in pay compared with the United States. Here the rich tend to be less rich and the poor tend to be less poor.

Not surprisingly, the mainly private US health system has the pretty much the highest health care prices anywhere. This explains why the US spends the most on health care but its citizens receive fewer health care services. They’re paying more for each service but they’re receiving less of them.
Financing hospital construction and operation with Public Private Partnerships (P3s)

Advocates for more private-sector involvement in health care suggest that governments contract with commercial firms to build and manage hospitals and other health facilities. In 1992, the British Conservative government introduced the Private Finance Initiative, or PFI, to facilitate the building of public works. The concept has since spread and is widely being touted in Canada under the name of “public-private partnerships,” or P3s.

There are a couple of key claims behind P3s. The first is that the public sector is less efficient than the for profit sector at organizing the construction of large capital projects. The second assertion is that a P3 helps to get around the problem that government accounting rules increasingly will not allow the amortization of capital expenses the way individuals finance their homes through mortgages. When governments buy a bridge or a hospital they must spend all the money now, even though the benefits accrue through decades. But, with a P3, governments aren’t technically buying something because they claim they are simply making payments to the P3 owners or financiers.

The Rae government used a P3 to build Highway 407 north of Toronto and the Harris government started P3S for hospitals with plans for Brampton and Ottawa. The McGuinty government now plans to use P3s to build hospitals in up to 33 Ontario communities. In some of these examples, the for profit sector is just providing the capital and running the construction. However, in other P3s a for profit partner will contract with the hospital board to provide services such as maintenance or even general management. British Columbia, Quebec, and Alberta are also actively investigating using P3s to build new health facilities.

The concept behind P3s, as stated by their proponents, is that the private sector provides the capital and takes on the risks while the public sector reaps the benefits. However, it is difficult to transfer the risks to the private sector when we are talking about public infrastructure projects. The public is usually still on the hook. For example, the Ontario provincial auditor concluded, regarding Highway 407, “We observed that, although cited as a public-private partnership, the government’s financial, ownership and operational risks are so significant compared to the contracted risks assumed by the private sector that, in our opinion, a public-private partnership was not established.”

In Australia, governments have had to bail out two P3 hospitals. The Victoria state government had to buy the La Trobe Hospital from a private firm because it was losing so much money, it could “no longer guarantee the hospital’s standard of care.” Private companies might go bankrupt or one of their officers might abscond with their assets, but patients will still need care. There is no way of transferring that risk to the private sector.
Another problem with P3s is that the private sector always pays higher costs for capital than the public sector. Even the poorest province in Canada is rated a better risk by financial markets than the most profitable private company. P3 advocates say the extra capital costs are worth the overall better efficiency. But, this has not been borne out in practice. A group of British researchers concluded that the UK capital costs for their Private Finance Initiative are twice what they would have been if the hospitals had been publicly constructed. To quote Richard Smith, the editor of the British Medical Journal, “The schemes produce more problems than solutions, partly for the simple reason that private capital is always more expensive than public capital.”

In Ontario, the P3s have already run into problems. In May 2007, Lewis Auerbach, former director Audit Operations for the Auditor General of Canada, concluded regarding the William Osler Health Centre P3: “So far, the WOHC P3 has had cost increases, space decreases, flexibility decreases, -- and all of this with little transparency in the various early stages of the project… the decision process and documents I have reviewed, have only increased my concern that the P3 arrangement for WOHC is much poorer value for money than a comparable project with public financing and operation.”

Auerbach concluded that the Ontario government was paying 1.35% higher interest charges during the life of the project than if they had financed the capital themselves. While the government and the hospital maintain that construction has been on schedule and on budget, but a senior doctor at William Osler argued: “Of course it will cost more, but it was the only way the government would let us build our new hospital.” Despite the ongoing controversy about P3s, it seems pretty safe to say they are not a panacea for rebuilding our public infrastructure.

**Summary: for profit financing of health care**

For profit financing of health care means less equity for health care services and higher overall costs. Most wealthy Canadians would be better off with more private finance because they would likely pay less for their own private care than they currently pay in taxes to maintain the public system. However, most middle class and poor Canadians would be worse off and some would see their lives devastated if they developed a serious illness. Private health insurance tends to cost more than public insurance because private finance leads to higher administrative charges and higher prices.

Public private partnerships (P3s) for construction and operation of health facilities appears to cost more than if these activities are carried out by the public sector. A key reason is that P3s pay at least 1% higher interest rates for capital than a government would pay.
Delivering care: In general, for profit care is more expensive and of poorer quality

Some claim that as long as the public pays, it doesn’t matter who delivers clinical service. Ex Liberal Senator Michael Kirby has recommended that governments put their clinical services up for bidding.\(^48\) Ontario Progressive Conservative Party leader John Tory is also recommending that patients should be able to go to for profit clinics and access services with their health card.\(^49\) This option is intuitively appealing because competitive bidding does lead to efficiencies in some other sectors. However, the evidence is clear that this policy doesn’t work in health care.

In the US, kidney dialysis has been run for many years according to pretty much the same competitive bidding process proposed by Kirby and Tory. Therefore, it provides a particularly good lesson for what we might expect in Canada with a similar course of action.

The United States dialysis system is a universal program. The US Medicare program, which provides coverage for people over 65, also covers all Americans with kidney failure regardless of their age.\(^50\) The Medicare program decides which dialysis centres to fund by using a competitive bidding process. Roughly three-quarters of dialysis is conducted in for-profit facilities and one-quarter in non-profits.

Over the years, several small studies had compared the quality of care in the two sectors, but they did not have the statistical power to draw significant conclusions. In 2002, a large Canadian group led by McMaster University cardiologist Dr. P.J. Devereaux published a paper in the Journal of the American Medical Association collating the evidence on the quality of dialysis care in the United States.\(^51\) They found that patients attending for-profit dialysis clinics had 8 per cent higher death rates than those who got their care at non-profits. For-profit clinics had fewer staff and less well trained staff. They also dialyzed patients for less time and used lower doses of key medications. These results suggest that in the US there are 2,000 premature deaths every year among people on dialysis because their care is being provided by for-profit clinics.

Dr. P.J. Devereaux’s group also published an overview of all the individual studies that had compared mortality rates for for-profit and non-profit hospitals.\(^52\) The group found fifteen studies that met their rigorous methodological requirements. Overall, adults had 2 per cent higher death rates in for-profit hospitals, while the newborn mortality rate was 10 per cent higher. The investigators estimated that if all Canadian hospitals were converted to for-profit status, there would be an additional 2,200 deaths per year – more than die every year from ovarian or stomach cancers.\(^53\) The investigators found that for-profit hospitals tended to have fewer staff and less well trained staff. These factors have been found to be associated with higher death rates in other studies of quality care in hospitals.\(^54\)
Privatization of Health Care

Currently in Canada, all dialysis is provided by not for profit organizations, there are very few for profit hospitals in Canada, and private surgery clinics have just developed in the last decade.

Most provinces mainly use not for profit organizations for long term care but a few provinces including Ontario do have a mix of for profit and non profit long term care facilities (LTCFs). In Ontario approximately 60% of LTCFs are owned by private for profit firms while in BC the comparable figure is about 30%. Recent studies in both of these provinces have demonstrated that for profits have lower levels of staffing despite the same funding. Because of the tremendous needs for physical assistance for residents, staffing levels have been found to be strongly related to care outcomes. Studies from both BC and Manitoba have found better patient outcomes in not for profit LTCFs than in for profit homes.

A recent New York Times investigation documents similar phenomena in the United States where most long term care is now provided by private investor owned firms. The new owners of a Tampa nursing home, who also bought 48 other nursing homes in 2002, cut the number of registered nurses by 50%. Typically the returns on investment have been very good in this sector, specifically because of cuts to staff.

It also appears that for-profit care tends to be more expensive than non-profit care. In June 2004, Dr. Devereaux’s group published a study which concluded that American for-profit hospitals are 20 per cent more expensive than non-profit facilities on a case-adjusted basis. Another study found that US Medicare costs were higher and increasing faster in communities where all beds were for-profit compared with communities where all beds were non-profit. Spending was growing fastest in those communities that converted all their beds to for-profit care during the study period. Spending fell the most in those communities that converted all their beds to non-profit care.

Why is for-profit care more expensive and of poorer quality?

The major problem with for profit care is that market mechanisms don’t work very well unless certain conditions are met. One of the key requirements for establishing a functioning market is so-called “perfect information”. In other words, all parties and potential parties to any transaction should know exactly what a good or service costs and its performance characteristics. That way, consumers can always chose the most efficient producer and this market signal will keep other producers focussed on improving efficiency.

However, most health care transactions do not come close to meeting this pre-requisite. As Dr. Bob Evans notes, the pervasive and serious asymmetry of information between providers and patients for most services means that it is impossible to establish a proper market. That is why we have so much regulation of health care’s supply side. The provinces don’t just let anyone perform surgery, prepare medicines, or dispense them. It’s too dangerous. Even the advocates
of a “free market approach” to health care don’t recommend the elimination of professional licensure legislation or government drug regulation. That’s one of the reasons why the death of Toronto real estate agent Krista Stryland after liposuction raised such concern.65 Journalists and spokespersons immediately raised concerns that a family doctor was permitted to perform the procedure instead of there being a requirement for a certified plastic surgeons.

In a paper for the Romanow Commission, University of Toronto professor of Health Policy, Dr. Raisa Deber, identified four barriers to establishing effective markets for health care services.66

**Low contestability** Firms must be able to easily enter or exit a market to establish effective competition. That’s why so many economic teaching examples concern small enterprises such as lemonade stands. If a small child sees another selling lots of lemonade on a hot day for $2 a glass, he won’t find it that difficult to get into business himself. Perhaps with a little help at home, he mixes some lemon juice, sugar, and water, makes a sign announcing his product will sell for $1, and then enters the lemonade market. Other children on the block might then get into the market and eventually terrific lemonade might sell for 25 cents a glass. The seller of the $2 lemonade doesn’t endure much hardship when she closes her business. She just takes in her table and the lemons will go to some good purpose over the next 2 weeks. There’s no layoffs, no severance pay, and no dinning collection calls from angry suppliers. Aren’t markets wonderful?

But the economic realities of health care are a lot different. It’s very hard for new firms to enter the market. There are large capital costs. You can’t just hire anyone to do work in an operating room and the trained doctors and nurses might not be available. As a result, there would be little competition for clinical care in most parts of Canada. This market condition can also lead to “lowballing,” whereby after a government or health authority gives up its own surgical capacity, it is at the mercy of the contractor when the initial contract expires. It can also lead to the current situation in BC where the government is contemplating giving 10 years of guaranteed funding to for profit clinics to get them into the market.

**Cream skimming** This means that given the opportunity, providers will choose easier than average patients but attempt to be paid at the average rate. For example, suppose we follow Mr. Kirby or Mr. Tory’s prescription and start contracting out surgery, such as joint replacement procedures, that can be performed safely in an out of hospital setting on healthier patients (e.g. 50 year old marathoners). But more complicated patients (e.g. 80 years olds with heart disease) will continue to need their surgery performed at a publicly funded hospital, so that in case something goes wrong they can quickly get intensive care. If we simply pay both the for profit clinic and the hospital the same fee, then the public system will be overpaying the clinic and underpaying the hospital. Even when we attempt to adjust for case mix, there will always be an incentive to cream skim within any case mix group, for example by only choosing wealthy or well educated patients.
**Low measurability** When the public sector buys concrete we know what we’re getting for our money. That’s because hundreds of thousands of times each day North American construction projects assess the concrete being poured with a “slump test”, which tests the rigidity of uncured concrete. Lower slump concrete is stiff, and higher slump concrete is more fluid. And, although the slump of concrete required depends upon the application, the test is transparent, reliable, valid, and the results are available in real time.

In contrast, our present health information systems often do not provide accurate costing of specific services, especially on a case adjusted basis. Dr. Wayne Hildahl is the director Winnipeg’s Pan-Am clinic, which is now an operating unit within the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority. But, up until he sold the clinic to the Province of Manitoba in 2001, Dr. Hildahl was the owner. He notes now that when he negotiated with the provincial government before the takeover, he knew his costs down to the penny but the Ministry of Health knew neither his costs nor the costs within the public system. Interestingly, when the government took over the clinic, the negotiated price for cataracts fell by 30%. Hildahl no longer had to keep his books private or make a profit.

**High complexity** Even if we could deal with measurability, we face another barrier to prudent purchasing of health care. When we’re buying concrete we want the right slumped concrete at the lowest price. But when we’re buying health care services there are usually multiple goals. Some of them conflict with each other. Others are best attained when the service is included within an overall system of care. For example, long-term institutional care is a very complex service with multiple goals – maintenance of life, preservation of dignity, good medical care, stimulating recreation, etc. From time to time, these goals may be opposed to each other. As Professor Deber notes, even a blood test, which in itself is a precise measurement, only attains value when it is embedded within an overall system that ensures that it is ordered on appropriate patients and interpreted correctly. A Request For Proposal cannot cover all the possible outcomes of interest from a complex service. In reality, the main focus tends to be price.

**More reasons to prefer non profit care: externalities, fraud, contracting costs, and the human propensity to greed**

Not surprisingly, non-profit health services are much more likely than for-profits to expend resources on linking different organizations together to plan community networks, engage their communities and enlist volunteers, and to provide continuing education and training programs. Scratch any community group planning services or advocating for care and you’ll find all sorts of staff from non-profit organizations who have been encouraged to spend time on these activities, even if they present no revenue opportunities for the organization.
Professor Deber concludes that when measurability is low and complexity is high, non profits are more likely to provide services beyond what is precisely specified in their contracts. Health care is a complex human activity which American analyst Marc Bendick suggests is perfectly suited to non-profit organizations. Rather than attempting to define all service requirements in an RFP, Bendick suggests that we should allow non-profit organizations to work out the specific program details with their intimate knowledge of their specific complex circumstances.

Fraud is a minor issue in the Canadian health care system. But it is a major problem in the US for-profit health system. In 2000, American health care company HCA (formerly Columbia/HCA) was fined nearly $1 billion (US) for systematically defrauding the US Medicare program. Similarly, Olsten Corporation agreed in 1999 to pay $60 million (US) to settle a suit with the Medicare program. The only comparable Canadian health care fraud also involved a for profit provider. In 2001 Ron and Loren Koval were convicted of defrauding investors of $90 million to fund non-existent medical equipment for the for-profit King’s Health Centre in Toronto.

Even public sector organizations have to be concerned about rogue employees. But, there is no remotely comparable example of this kind of fraud among Canada’s non-profit health providers.

For profit advocates don’t mention the high costs associated with developing requests for proposals, negotiating contracts, and providing oversight. The US system has over triple the administrative costs of our system but even all those lawyers and accountants have not stemmed the massive fraud in their system. How much extra would it cost our system to pay for this extra administrative and legal work? And, if the advocates of for profit contracting aren’t including billions in their plans to ensure the contracts are in the public interest, why should we take anything they say seriously?

Finally, let’s not forget plain, old fashioned, human greed. For profit firms, especially those whose shares are traded in stock markets, need to make profits and, they also need to grow their profits over time to raise their share prices. That means they can’t be content with a limited profit stream. They will want to diversify their products and access more markets.

According to the Canadian Medical Association and the Ontario Progressive Conservative party proposals, 76 for profit clinics would be able to sell non-Medicare services. And, doctors would be allowed to work in both the public, non profit system as well as the for profit sector. This situation quickly migrates into formal two-tier health care when patients can get access to services more quickly by going private and paying for an enhanced service as well. Now we’re back to user fees for access.
Doctors can’t be on both sides of the Medicare fence

There are a number of serious dangers associated with permitting doctors to “double dip”, which is why currently Ontario currently forces doctors to decide which system in which they wish to practice.

Professor Raisa Deber points out that the patients will only resort to private pay when they cannot get the services they feel they need within the public system. Therefore, if a doctor is practicing in Medicare AND selling services privately, he will only have a market for his private care if the public service is seen as inferior. In Alberta in the 1990s, this led to for profit clinics selling “enhanced services” on top of their Medicare covered services. For example, at one cataract surgery clinic, an extra $750 was asked for an improved lens, a video of the procedure, and the surgeon’s prayers prior to the procedure. Buying the improved lens also led to faster care.

Dr. Brian Day, the current president of the Canadian Medical Association owns the Cambie Surgical Centre, a for profit surgical facility in located near the Vancouver General Hospital. The Cambie Surgical Centre does work on contract for the BC Workers Compensation Board, the Ministry of Health, as well as servicing individuals who walk through their doors with enough money to cover the surgery. The British Columbia Nurses Union alleges that some Vancouver area patients have been told by their doctors that they can get around the long wait for surgery in a hospital by paying extra to have the procedure performed by the same doctor in a private clinic. The union has gone to court to force the provincial government to enforce their own legislation and produced these patient stories as part of their court submission.

Mr. Tory says that he has surgeon friends who have told him they would like more operating room time than they can get at public hospitals. He says that we won’t have to worry about doctors leaving the public system because they will just do extra work at private clinics. However, given that there is a finite pool of health professionals, where parallel public and private systems exist, the private system tends to siphon doctors and nurses away from the public system, thereby lengthening waits in the public system.

In fact, exactly this situation occurred recently in Winnipeg. The private Maples Surgical clinic purchased an MRI and hired 1 full-time, and 1 part-time MRI technician away from the public Health Sciences Centre. As a result, the Health Sciences Centre had to eliminate 20 hours of service per week, which led to longer public sector queues.

Summary: If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is

Those advocating more for profit care say that there are numerous advantages for Medicare. Faster service! Lower costs! Keeping our doctors in Canada! On closer scrutiny, it is too good to be true. Perhaps it’s as simple as Dr. Devereaux’s comment that, “Private for-profit facilities
typically have to generate 10 to 15% profits to satisfy shareholders. Not-for-profit facilities can spend that money on patient care."

Winnipeg’s Pan-am clinic director Dr. Wayne Hildahl says that when he was a commercial operator he used his profits for family vacations and bigger cars. But, now when his good management leads to a surplus, he plows it back into patient care, the clinic’s aboriginal health professional initiative, or other public purposes.

There are not for profit solutions to our current health care problems

We have known for a very long time how to improve our health services. Twenty years ago in 1987, the Ontario Health Review Panel chaired by Dr. John Evans made the following observation:

“There is a remarkable consistency and repetition in the findings and recommendations for improvements in all the information we reviewed. Current submissions and earlier reports highlight the need to place greater emphasis on primary care, to integrate and coordinate services, to achieve a community focus for health and to increase the emphasis on health promotion and disease prevention. The panel notes with concern that well-founded recommendations made by credible groups over a period of fifteen years have rarely been translated into action.”

It is beyond the scope of this paper to outline all the needed reforms for Canada’s health system. The reader is referred to other publications for a more comprehensive treatment. This section shows that there are solutions to waits and delays in our system, the issue which most threatens the political support for our publicly financed and non profit delivery model. There are two broad strategies to develop non profit answers to health care wait lists:

- Establish more specialized non profit short-stay surgical clinics
- Adopt lessons learned from queue-management practices in other sectors.

Not for profit surgical clinics

Sometimes it is argued that we should contract out surgery to for profit out of hospital surgical clinics because they can set up efficient, patient-friendly, assembly lines for care. Widespread
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coverage of surgical clinics in British Columbia and Quebec have given the impression that this model is only open to the for profit sector. However, the largest out of hospital surgical clinics in North America are actually Canadian not for profit organizations.

Toronto's Queensway Surgicentre, a division of the Trillium Health Centre (a public hospital), is the largest not-for-admission surgical centre in North America. And the Winnipeg Pan-Am Clinic is a close second. In late 2005, the Ontario government funded the Kensington Eye Centre in downtown Toronto. It now performs more than 7,000 cataract surgeries per year. (See text box for further information on Kensington.)

The Trillium Health Centre was created from a 1998 merger of the Queensway General Hospital in the Toronto suburb of Etobicoke and the Mississauga Hospital 5 kilometres farther west in the city of Mississauga. Its 23 acre site includes an urgent care centre open from 8:00 AM until 10:00 PM, a cardiac rehabilitation centre, a diabetes education centre, and a day-surgery facility. The Surgicentre houses eight operating rooms in its 23,000 square feet. The Surgicentre performs nearly 20,000 procedures per year including 3,500 cataract surgeries. Other common procedures include cystoscopy (examination of the bladder) and breast, orthopedic, and gallbladder surgery. The facility has the capacity to perform 30,000 surgical day procedures annually.

Trillium has reduced costs by moving services to the Queensway ambulatory site. An internal evaluation demonstrated that day surgery costs were 10% lower at Queensway than at the Mississauga site even though the Queensway patients required a slightly higher acuity of care. The Trillium Health Centre is taking advantage of its integrated structure to move day surgery patients and the needed staff from its higher cost inpatient hospital to its ambulatory care facility.

These clinics achieve the benefits of specialization and innovation normally ascribed exclusively to the private sector, while reducing overall administrative costs and providing broader societal benefits.
Toronto’s Kensington Eye Clinic focuses on cataracts

Starting in 2003, then 72 year-old Toronto resident Mary Wong\(^1\) noticed that the vision in her left eye was deteriorating. Her family doctor diagnosed her with a cataract in 2004 and in 2005 referred her to an ophthalmologist\(^2\) who was affiliated with a downtown teaching hospital. It took five months for her to be seen by the ophthalmologist and then it took another eleven months to have her surgery. During this time, a cataract began to form on her right eye and Mary was increasingly disabled. She could no longer see well enough to take the subway and found herself progressively isolated from her friends and relatives.

Mary was thrilled to have vision restored to her left eye but she didn’t want to wait another 1 \_ years to deal with her right eye. Fortunately, her daughter heard from a family friend that the Kensington Eye Institute opened in early 2006. The Eye Institute is part of the Kensington Health Centre on the old Doctors’ Hospital campus in west downtown Toronto. Mary’s daughter phoned the institute and was referred to an optometrist in her neighbourhood who saw her the next week. He confirmed that Mary had a cataract in her right eye and referred her to the Kensington Eye Institute. Mary saw an ophthalmologist at the clinic within two weeks, had a pre-op history and physical with her family doctor the following week, and then was booked for surgery two weeks after that.

Mary came to the Kensington Eye Institute at 7:30 AM the day of her surgery. She was put into a special chair and given eye drops and some sedation. At 8:00 her chair was wheeled into the operating room and within a minute it was converted into a table. Within another minute the surgeon started removing her cataract and by 8:20 AM Mary was in the recovery area sitting with her daughter. By 9:00 AM Mary was ready to go home. She never even had to change out of her street clothes. She wore a loose blouse which unbuttoned up the front. This allowed the nurses to place cardiogram leads on her chest.

From start to finish, it took Mary only six weeks to have her right cataract removed compared with one and one-half years for her left cataract. In the traditional system, patients have to wait long periods for referrals and then for surgery. At the Kensington Eye Institute, patient flow is facilitated from referral to specialist to surgery. The Institute exemplifies several attributes of a high performing health system including accessibility, safety, patient-centredness, and efficiency.

---

\(^1\) Note there is no real Mary Wong. She is a composite

\(^2\) An ophthalmologist is a medical doctor who has taken specialty training in diseases of the eye and eye surgery. An optometrist has taken a four year university course in diseases of the eye after at least three years of undergraduate courses.
Cue the use of queuing theory

Queuing theory applications are used to maximize flow in such diverse areas as air traffic control and manufacturing. Rather than thinking of every wait list as a capacity or resource problem, we need to look at delays through the "lens of flow." While Canadians tend to assume that, if there is a wait for health care, there isn't enough of it, most waiting is not due to lack of resources.

For example, many breast patients have to wait for a mammogram, then wait for an ultrasound, and then wait again for a biopsy. The Sault Ste. Marie breast health centre reduced the wait-time from mammogram to breast cancer diagnosis by 75 per cent by consolidating the previously separate investigations. If a woman has a positive mammogram, she often has the ultrasound, and sometimes the biopsy as well, on the same day.

We could also eliminate waits for doctors' appointments. Family doctors often have delays of four weeks for appointments. The wait is typically shorter just before vacation and longer thereafter, but overall it is fairly stable. A doctor's capacity may be close to meeting demand, but he is servicing last month's demand today while postponing today's work until next month. If doctors could clear backlogs, then theoretically they could go to same-day service.

The Saskatoon Community Clinic serves more than 20,000 patients. In 2004, patients faced a four- to six-week wait for appointments. The centre temporarily increased resources to clear its backlog, redesigned some of its care pathways, and now provides same-day service. The Saskatchewan Health Quality Council has since taken “advanced access”, as it is called to more than one-quarter of the province’s family practices. It plans to train all the provinces primary health care practices in advanced access and chronic disease management by 2010. Alberta has a plan to implement advanced access province-wide as well.

We could also dramatically reduce delays for specialist care. The Hamilton Shared Care Mental Health Program integrates the practices of 145 family physicians with 80 counsellors and 17 psychiatrists. As a result 1100% more patients are being seen for mental health problems. One might think that identifying more people with mental health problems would swamp the specialists. However, only 15% of patients see the psychiatrist directly. The psychiatrists spend most of their time meeting with the family doctors, mental health counsellors, and other professionals to discuss cases as a group. The psychiatrists are also available by telephone at very short notice. Because people are being looked after in primary health care, there was actually a 70% drop in referrals to the psychiatry specialty clinic.
This is the perfect learning system. The psychiatrists keep the primary health care staff continuously up to date on evidence-based guidelines for care. Knowledge transfer is implicitly built into care, instead of being bolted onto the outside.

The Alberta Bone and Joint Health Institute kneecaps long waits for surgery

In 2005, the Alberta Bone and Joint Health Institute initiated a pilot project to reduce waits for joint replacement surgery. The project is now the standard of care for hip and knee replacement in the Calgary, Capital and David Thompson health regions, and three other regions have expressed interest in adopting the model.

At the clinics established in the project, a multidisciplinary team assesses patients for their need and/or fitness for surgery. If changes need to be made before surgery (such as losing weight or quitting smoking), supports are provided. If patients are worried about how they'll cope after surgery, home care services are arranged prior to their operation. Patients are matched with a case manager who helps navigate them through the health care maze. The result of all of this up-front work has been a dramatic reductions in total wait times, delays and last-minute surgery cancellations.\[^{91,92}\]

- Wait times from a family doctor referral to the first visit with an orthopedic surgeon dropped by over 80 per cent, from 35 weeks to 6 weeks.
- Wait times from first visit with an orthopedic surgeon to surgery plummeted 90 per cent, from 47 weeks to 4.7 weeks
- Length of stay in hospital fell 30 per cent, from 6 days to 4 days
- Overall waits from family doctor referral right through to surgery fell from 19 months to less than 11 weeks, almost 90%.

Dr. Cy Frank, executive director of the Alberta Bone and Joint Health Institute, says the goal was to reduce variations to make the system as predictable as possible. For example, Frank, who is also a University of Calgary orthopaedics professor, says in a sports medicine setting he found that each of the seven surgeons doing arthroscopy (the insertion of a small telescope into a joint to permit visualization of the structures) did the procedure differently.

“They were all using different drapes, different instruments,” Frank says. “Then we told them their numbers and asked how they can justify this. Within a month they all gravitated to within 10 per cent of the lower case costs.”
Let’s not forget, the best medicine is prevention

Of course, the best way to reduce waits in our system is to eliminate the need for care. For example, far too many patients are re-admitted to hospital shortly after they have been discharged because they didn’t get adequate follow up care. The Sault Ste. Marie Group Health Centre ensures that all patients with congestive heart failure are followed up by nurses after hospital discharge. The result was a 60% reduction in readmissions. The centre’s chronic disease management programs have been greatly assisted by its electronic health record which was implemented in 1997.

And, we could do a much better job preventing people from getting sick in the first place. A healthy lifestyle (consisting of a clean environment, a nutritious diet, physical fitness, supportive family and social relationships, and meaningful, safe work) could prevent over 80 per cent of cases of coronary heart disease, type 2 diabetes (90 per cent of diabetes cases), and over 85 per cent of cases of lung cancer and chronic obstructive lung disease (such as emphysema). If the potential for prevention could be translated into reality for these four conditions alone, we could free up approximately 2900 hospital beds in this province.

Conclusion

There are some health care goods and services for which markets do work. There is no need for crown corporations to manufacture band aids. Many companies manufacture band aids. It’s not difficult to get into this market. It’s not hard to determine whether a band aid has met specifications. Cream skimming doesn’t apply. However, the evidence on direct patient care is clear. Contracting out surgery tends to cost more and, if anything, leads to poorer quality. Parallel private systems allow those with resources to get faster care while the rest suffer longer waits. Allowing doctors to work inside Medicare and for private pay compromises equity and efficiency.

The good news is that there is no shortage of solutions to Medicare’s problems, if the political will is present. Let’s not add for profit problems to our health-care system. We have the not for profit answers at hand.
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